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USING THE MERGE/PERGE PROCESSING OF NAME AND 

 ADDRESS INFORMATION TO CREATE MORE POWERFUL MODELS 

 

One of the recurring challenges in data mining is the development of acquisition models.  The key to the 

development of good models is data and, in acquisitions, access to data from which an effective model can 

be built is a challenge. 

 
One approach is to use Statistics Canada Census data or Statistics Canada Taxfiler data. These sources 

describe aggregate properties of areas (for example, the proportion of people in a given area who are 65 or 

older) which then must be attached to acquisition records via postal codes.  While this approach can 

produce models that work to differentiate records and predict greater to lesser response across an 

acquisition file, the modeling results are typically sub-optimal compared to models that use actual customer 

data and the transactional and other information found in customer files.   

 
A second approach involves purchasing records that have individual-level information attached.  Such data 

have their own limitations.  Typically the individual-level information available is self-reported in response to 

questionnaires.  The universe is then the self-selected population that is prepared to answer such a 

questionnaire and “opt in,” accepting that their information will be sold as personal information.  The result is 

a response-biased universe whose demographic profile may make them a less than ideal target for an 

acquisition.  In addition information that is self-reported may not be accurate or complete, and missing 

values can decrease the usefulness of much of the data in a modeling exercise. 

 
The prevailing approach to acquisitions has been to try to manage response through list selection.  

Acquisition files are typically assembled by renting lists which are then merge-purged.  Non-profits and 

charities may use both rented lists and lists that they obtain from similar organizations by “trading.”  Tracking 

of response by list offers some degree of control via list selection; over time lists are differentiated based on 

the tracked list-response and list use adjusted based on response rates. 

 
Given these data limitations, acquisition response modeling is indeed a perplexing challenge. So what can 

we do to generate lift and improve ROI?
 

 
Through initial investigation and testing, we developed a method for additional variable creation using 

information created during the merge-purge processing of rented and traded files.  The approach involves 

attaching variables to records entirely based on the names and addresses and the list sources received and 

does so entirely via the processing that these records undergo during a merge-purge.  The records are 

received like all rented and traded names as names and addresses with no other information attached to 



them.  During processing, we   attach gender and age range probabilities to records.  These records also 

emerge from the merge purge with significant list-based information attached to them.  Examples include the 

match rate between a list and the house-kill list, a measure of the past responsiveness of the list, and the 

number of list sources from which a record came.  Parsing of addresses also provides access to address 

properties: for example whether the address is rural or urban, and whether it is a house or apartment.
 

 
Based on this initial investigation we decided to build acquisition models using the variables created by the 

merge-purge.   In order to determine the real value of these variables  we wanted to compare models built in 

the traditional manner using Stats Canada aggregate area variables to models built using variables that 

were creatively derived from names and addresses.
 
Below is a decile graph demonstrating our results:

 
 

 
 

 
The performance of a model is evaluated by its ability to rank-order the targeted metric; in our acquisition file, 

the response rate. Performance is demonstrated by the steepness of the downward slope of the line in the 

graph.  The graph provides a clear demonstration that the name/address derived variables out-perform a 

model using Stats-Can derived variables.   

 

Assume the model is used to target the top 1mm prospects out of a net eligible universe of 2mm prospects  

or 50% of the prospects with a marketing cost of $1.00 per prospect. The model using the additional 



variables from name and address merge purge processing yields 65,844 responders. Without modeling, to 

achieve the same quantity of responders (65,844), we would have to promote an additional 238,803 names 

at a cost of $238,803, which represents the opportunity cost. Using Stats can data only, the model yields 

57,756 responders. Without modeling, to achieve the same number of responders, we would have to 

promote an additional 87,673 names or $87,673 as the opportunity cost. Accordingly, the benefit of this 

name and address variable creation is the difference between the two opportunity costs ($238,803-$87,673) 

or $151,130.00. Below is a table depicting these results. 

 

Targetting the best 50% or 1mm  prospects 
assuming $1.00 marketing cost per prospect 

Opportunity Cost using Individ-
ual-level variables derived from 

name and address 

Opportunity Cost 
using Stats Can 
Variables only 

Incremental $ benefit of using 
individual level variables de-
rived from name and address 

$238,803 $87,673 $151,130 
 

We did attempt a third model that used both the name/address variables as well as Stats Can type variables.  

We were unable to find a variable of the latter type that added to the name/address based model in a way 

that made the inclusion of a Stats Can variable worthwhile.  Thus the optimum modeling result was achieved 

entirely by using variables created during the merge-purge, variables constructed directly from the names 

and addresses handled.
 

 

This approach clearly illustrates how expertise in data processing and data mining can be combined to 

create a better acquisition model. Through a data approach that leads to more powerful variable creation, 

the acquisition model is able to deliver significant dollar benefit to the client.
 

 

 


